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WESTERN DIVISION 

 

 

CITY OF COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA, 

 Plaintiff, 

STATE OF NEBRASKA ex rel. DOUGLAS J. 

PETERSON, Attorney General of the State of 

Nebraska; STATE OF IOWA 

 

Intervenor-Plaintiffs 

 

 v. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE 

INTERIOR; RYAN K. ZINKE, in his official 

capacity as Secretary of the United States 

Department of the Interior; NATIONAL INDIAN 

GAMING COMMISSION; JONODEV 

OSCEOLA CHAUDHURI, in his official capacity 

as Chairman of the National Indian Gaming 

Commission; and KATHRYN ISOM-CLAUSE, 

in her official capacity as Vice Chair of the 

National Indian Gaming Commission, 

 

 Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

No.  1:17-cv-00033-SMR-CFB 

 

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT  

 

  

 

 The United States Department of the Interior (“Interior”), Ryan K. Zinke, in his official 

capacity as Secretary of the Interior, the National Indian Gaming Commission (“NIGC”), 

Jonodev Osceola Chaudhuri, in his official capacity as Chairman of NIGC, and Kathryn Isom-

Clause, in her official capacity as Vice Chair of NIGC, (collectively, “Defendants”), by 

undersigned counsel, hereby submit this reply in support of their motion for summary judgment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 As with their opening brief, Plaintiff City of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Intervenor-

Plaintiffs States of Iowa and Nebraska (“Plaintiffs”) rely on a misreading of the governing statute 

at issue here, the Ponca Restoration Act (“PRA”), 25 U.S.C. §§ 983-983h (omitted 1990), as well 

as a misapplication of Interior’s regulations governing restored lands, 25 C.F.R. §§ 292.2, 292.7-

292.12, under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”).  NIGC, when issuing its 

Amendment to Final Decision and Order (“2017 Amendment Decision”) amending the 

December 31, 2007 Final Decision and Order in re: Gaming Ordinance of the Ponca Tribe of 

Nebraska (“2007 Decision”), correctly applied all relevant statues and regulations.  NIGC also 

considered all relevant facts in concluding that the Tribe may lawfully conduct gaming under 

IGRA on a parcel of trust land in Carter Lake, Iowa (“Carter Lake Parcel”), including thorough 

consideration of the facts surrounding the purported agreement between the Ponca Tribe of 

Nebraska (“Ponca Tribe” or “Tribe”) and Iowa.  For these reasons, and the reasons set forth 

below and in their opening brief, ECF No. 35-1, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment 

upholding NIGC’s 2017 Amendment Decision.1  

                                                 
1 Plaintiffs submitted non-record material in support of their motion to expedite consideration 

after briefing.  The Court denied that request, ECF Nos. 32, 48, and as a result, there is no basis 

to consider those non-record materials for purposes of summary judgment.  Further, Plaintiffs 

cite no relevant authority, in the first footnote of their Reply, ECF No. 50 at 6, for their 

contention that non-record attachments should be considered. Mullins v. City of New York, 626 

F.3d 47 (2d Cir. 2010), was a non-Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) case in which the court 

enjoined the defendant from utilizing its own Internal Affairs Bureau to conduct investigations of 

officers participating in a suit for wages.  The discussion of hearsay evidence concerned whether 

a preliminary injunction could be issued under the Fair Labor Standards Act, not whether the 

court should expedite final judgment.  Likewise, McGehee v. Hutchinson,  No. 4:17-CV-00179 

KGB, 2017 WL 1399554, at *3 (E.D. Ark. Apr. 15, 2017), vacated, 854 F.3d 488 (8th Cir. 2017), 

cert. denied, 137 S. Ct. 1275 (2017), and judgment entered, No. 17-1805, 2017 WL 1423782 (8th 

Cir. Apr. 17, 2017), cert. denied, 137 S. Ct. 1622 (2017), had nothing to do with a request for 
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ARGUMENT 

A. As Interior Concluded on Remand, Nothing in the Ponca Restoration Act 

Prevents a Finding that the Carter Lake Parcel Qualifies as Restored Lands  

Plaintiffs contend that the PRA restricts what lands may be considered restored lands for 

the Ponca Tribe under IGRA to lands in Knox and Boyd Counties, Nebraska.  In advancing their 

interpretation of the PRA, Plaintiffs offer a disjointed reading of the PRA, and they fail to point 

to any supporting legislative history or other basis for interpreting the PRA in the manner they 

seek.  Through passage of the PRA, Congress restored the government to government 

relationship between the United States and the Ponca Tribe and provided two provisions that 

recognize Interior’s authority to acquire land in trust for the Ponca Tribe.   

First, the PRA grants Interior the authority to acquire land in trust for Ponca pursuant to 

the Indian Reorganization Act (“IRA”).  25 U.S.C. § 983a.  The IRA provides a discretionary 

mechanism by which Interior may acquire land in trust for the benefit of an Indian tribe.  But for 

the PRA restoring Ponca’s status as a federally-recognized tribe, Interior could not exercise its 

authority under the IRA to acquire land in trust for the Tribe.  Second, the PRA directs the 

Secretary of the Interior to accept in trust not more than 1,500 acres of real property located in 

Knox or Boyd Counties, Nebraska and specifies that any additional acreage in those counties 

may be acquired pursuant to the IRA.  Id. at § 983b(c).  Plaintiffs look past the first provision, 

                                                 

expedited determination on motions for summary judgment.  McGehee was a death penalty case 

that concerned, in a non-APA review context, whether hearsay could be considered in 

determining whether to grant a preliminary injunction. The references in that opinion distinguish 

the use of hearsay evidence in requests for preliminary injunction motions.  See, e.g., 11A 

Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & Mary Kay Kane, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 

2949, at 239-40 (“[I]n practice[,] affidavits usually are accepted on a preliminary injunction 

motion without regard to the strict standards of Rule 56(c)(4), and [ ] hearsay evidence also may 

be considered.”).   
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vesting Interior with general authority to acquire trust land for the Tribe, and argue that the 

second provision, providing for mandatory trust acquisitions in those two counties, somehow 

impliedly restricts to those two counties what constitutes the Ponca Tribe’s restored lands for 

purposes of IGRA.   

As Defendants previously explained, the language in Section 983b(c) referencing the 

1,500 acres in Knox or Boyd Counties was included in the PRA for the purpose of distinguishing 

between mandatory trust acquisitions and those lands for which the Secretary retained his usual 

discretion to acquire.  Section 983b(c) does not limit the geographical area in which Interior may 

exercise its discretion to acquire land in trust for the Tribe.  Plaintiffs recognize as much in their 

Reply, stating that “the Ponca Restoration Act allows the Secretary discretion to take land into 

trust outside of Knox and Boyd Counties,” ECF No. 50 at 8.  But Plaintiffs persist in arguing that 

Congress, without ever saying so, impliedly imposed a geographic limitation on what constitutes 

restored lands pursuant to IGRA.  Neither IGRA nor gaming generally is referenced at all in the 

language of the Act or its legislative history, despite Congress frequently inserting gaming 

restrictions in tribal restoration legislation.  See 2017AR0000064-65 (listing statutes).  This fact 

alone demonstrates that Congress, in the PRA, chose not to restrict gaming activity or restored 

lands under IGRA – if Congress wanted to, it certainly would have said so.  Plaintiffs fail to 

grapple with this at all in their Reply.  And they concede that while “some statutes establish 

exclusive limitations on where the Secretary can take land into trust for a tribe” and “some 

statutes explicitly include gaming restrictions,” the PRA “includes neither flavor of statutory 

limitation.”  ECF No. 50 at 8.  

Plaintiffs advance an even less persuasive argument, contending that if Congress had not 

terminated the Ponca Tribe’s federal recognition in 1962, the Tribe’s reservation would have 
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existed in Knox and Boyd Counties, and therefore the Tribe’s restored lands under IGRA are 

“logically” restricted to those two counties.  The reality is that the Ponca Tribe’s federal 

recognition was terminated, and so too was the Tribe’s original reservation.  Thus, at the time of 

the Tribe’s restoration in 1990, Congress was also aware that the Tribe was essentially starting 

from square one in rebuilding its government, land base, and self-sufficiency.   

Congress could not completely undo what was done in 1962, and explicitly disallowed 

the re-establishment of a reservation for the Tribe.  25 U.S.C. § 983b(e) (“Reservation status 

shall not be granted any land acquired by or for the Tribe.”).  Declining to establish a reservation 

for the Tribe, Congress alternatively set forth in the PRA the specific rights being restored to the 

Tribe and the mechanisms by which the Tribe may seek to restore its government, land base, and 

self-sufficiency.  See 25 U.S.C. §§ 983(a)-(h) (authorizing trust acquisitions, establishing a 

service area for tribal members to receive federal services and benefits as if they are residing on 

or near a reservation, establishing an interim government, providing the process for adoption of a 

tribal constitution, and directing the Secretary to negotiate an economic development plan for the 

Tribe).  Part of this restoration included authorizing Interior to acquire land in trust outside of 

Knox and Boyd Counties.  Id. § 983a.  None of this supports Plaintiffs cramped reading of the 

PRA.2  See City of Roseville v. Norton, 348 F.3d 1020, 1025 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (holding that “in 

light of IGRA’s language, structure, and purpose, that the Auburn Tribe’s land qualifies as the 

                                                 
2 Contrary to Plaintiffs’ assertion, Defendants do not reduce tribal sovereignty to a “narrow 

commercial sphere.” ECF No. 50 at 10.  There are copious ways that a tribe may exercise 

sovereignty over its lands and people.  Here, Plaintiffs’ challenge to NIGC’s 2017 Amendment 

Decision deals with one aspect of the Ponca Tribe’s sovereignty—its ability to realize economic 

development on its sovereign land base through gaming.  Further, Plaintiffs fail to explain how 

the Tribe’s ability to exercise sovereignty over the Carter Lake Parcel and economic 

development without gaming in any way impacts whether the lands meet the restored lands 

exception to IGRA.  
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‘restoration of lands’ under IGRA § 20(b)(1)(B)(iii) even though the land is not located on the 

Tribe’s former reservation as of the time the Auburn Tribe lost federal recognition.”).  The Court 

should reject Plaintiffs’ attempts to read restrictions into the PRA that Congress opted not to 

include.  

The plain language of the PRA only supports one reading of the statute—that the statute 

imposes no geographical restrictions on what constitutes restored lands for purposes of IGRA.  

Even if the Court determines that the PRA’s language could support Plaintiffs’ cramped reading 

of the statute, this would only serve to show that the language of the statute is ambiguous and the 

Court should defer to Interior’s reasonable interpretation of it.  Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat’l 

Res. Def. Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  Again, Plaintiffs offer no meaningful response except to 

generally argue that Chevron deference should have some limitations.  ECF No. 50 at 15.  Their 

efforts to argue against application of the Indian canon of construction, which calls for a 

presumption that such “statutes are to be construed liberally in favor of Indians, with ambiguous 

provisions interpreted to their benefit,” Montana v. Blackfeet Tribe, 471 U.S. 759, 766 (1985), 

fair no better.  The canon has been employed in the context of interpreting the restored lands 

provision of IGRA.  City of Roseville, 348 F.3d at 1024; 2017AR0000068.  If the Court 

determines that the PRA is ambiguous, Chevron deference and the Indian canon of construction 

apply to support Defendants’ construction of the statute. 

B. Plaintiffs Cannot Rely on Alleged Detrimental Reliance in 2002 to Excuse Their 

Failure to Sue After the Tribe’s Timely Repudiation  

NIGC determined that the agreement between the Tribe and Iowa was repudiated in a 

timely manner.  Plaintiffs argue to the contrary asserting that they detrimentally relied on the 

agreement, believing that they lacked the ability to challenge the trust acquisition after Interior 
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acquired the Carter Lake Parcel in trust.  Iowa did not sue to challenge the trust acquisition after 

the Tribe’s 2005 repudiation of the agreement, even though the statute of limitation on seeking 

judicial review of Interior’s decision did not run until 2009.  Plaintiffs do not deny this.  

Plaintiffs’ discussion of alleged detrimental reliance as a justification concentrates on the State’s 

“mistake of law” in not realizing that it could challenge the trust acquisition after the Parcel was 

taken into trust, but neither accurately describes the applicable timeframe nor acknowledges 

Iowa’s obligation to sue in a timely manner.  Iowa contends that it detrimentally relied on BIA’s 

2002 publication of the notice, asserting that it somehow “induced reliance.”  The BIA notice 

said nothing about whether the acquisition could be challenged, or under what authority; nor did 

any government employee ever provide any legal advice to Iowa on that issue.  Even if 2002 was 

the operative time, rather than after the repudiation in 2005, Plaintiffs fail to demonstrate that 

reliance was somehow “induced” by the BIA.  The BIA was not a party to the agreement and the 

Eighth Circuit has already determined that “[t]he purpose of the notice was not to analyze the 

facts and law to determine whether the Carter Lake land was eligible for the restored lands 

exception but was instead to inform the public” of the impending trust acquisition.  Nebraska ex 

rel. Bruning v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 625 F.3d 501, 510–11 (8th Cir. 2010).   

In any event, Plaintiffs’ allegation that Iowa detrimentally relied in 2002 is immaterial.  

Plaintiffs have no answer to the NIGC’s finding that the Tribe “clearly repudiated” the 

agreement in October 2005, 2017AR0000026, and “restated that repudiation in June, July, and 

August, 2006 and in April 2007. . .”  Id.  All of these dates fell well within the applicable statute 

of limitations, and Iowa knew of these developments.  But Plaintiffs again simply state that the 

Supreme Court did not resolve with finality the issue of whether APA claims could be asserted in 
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trust acquisition challenges until 2012.  They fail to acknowledge that the issue was hotly 

contested before and during the statute of limitations period here.  

For example, the plaintiff in Neighbors for Rational Dev., Inc. v. Norton, 379 F.3d 956 

(10th Cir. 2004), specifically argued that a challenge to a trust acquisition was not barred by the 

Quiet Title Act (“QTA”).  Although the Tenth Circuit ultimately decided against the plaintiff, the 

district court had ruled in its favor.  The Tenth Circuit’s opinion cited several earlier decisions 

questioning the applicability of the QTA in this context, including the Eighth Circuit in South 

Dakota v. United States Dep’t of the Interior, 69 F.3d 878, 881 n. 1 (8th Cir. 1995) (stating in 

dicta: “We doubt whether the [QTA] precludes [APA] review of agency action by which the 

United States acquires title”), judgment vacated and case remanded by 519 U.S. 919 (1996)). See 

also Block v. North Dakota, 461 U.S. 273, 286 n. 22 (1983); Ducheneaux v. Sec’y of Interior, 

837 F.2d 340, 342 (8th Cir. 1988); Florida v. United States Dep’t of the Interior, 768 F.2d 1248, 

1254-55 (11th Cir. 1985); Alaska v. Babbitt, 182 F.3d 672, 674 (9th Cir. 1999); Alaska v. 

Babbitt, 38 F.3d 1068, 1072-73 (9th Cir. 1994); Shivwits Band of Paiute Indians v. Utah, 185 F. 

Supp. 2d 1245 (D. Utah 2002). 

These numerous litigants understood that “[a] party is not excused from timely filing its 

claim because the agency’s view of the law might be inhospitable….[T]he only way to determine 

whether a suit can be maintained is to try it.”  Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin v. United 

States, 764 F.3d 51, 61 (D.C. Cir. 2014), aff’d, 136 S. Ct. 750 (2016) (internal quotations, 

brackets and citations omitted).  Iowa did not challenge the trust acquisition after the repudiation 

even though they had over three years to seek judicial review of Interior’s trust decision.  And its 

failure to act cannot be excused by an assertion of detrimental reliance in 2002.  As the Supreme 

Court has explained, a litigant that “fails to act diligently cannot invoke equitable principles to 
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excuse that lack of diligence.” Baldwin County Welcome Center v. Brown, 466 U.S. 147, 151 

(1984). 

C. NIGC Properly Applied Interior’s Regulations On the Restored Lands 

Exception, and Interior Concurred in that Application 

Plaintiffs argue that NIGC should have applied certain provisions of the 25 C.F.R. part 

292 regulations in analyzing whether the Carter Lake Parcel meets the restored lands exception 

to IGRA even though part 292 includes a grandfather clause exempting application of the 

regulation to final agency decisions and previously-issued written opinions.  In making their 

argument, Plaintiffs provide no legal authority for the proposition that NIGC should have looked 

at Section 292.11(a) as “persuasive” authority when conducting its restored lands analysis.  This 

is because there is no support for the proposition that a federal agency is obligated to consider 

certain regulatory provisions, much less how it should do so, when the regulation itself expressly 

states those provisions do not apply.  NIGC, with Interior’s concurrence, properly interpreted 

and applied the regulations contained in 25 C.F.R. part 292 in determining that the grandfather 

clause—part of the regulations—applied.   

As Defendants previously explained, the Interior Secretary codified regulations at 25 

C.F.R. part 292 in August 2008, nearly a year after both a written opinion and a final agency 

decision were released by NIGC involving the restored lands status of the Carter Lake Parcel.  

See 25 C.F.R. §§ 292.2, 292.7-292.12.  The 2008 regulations address the restored lands 

exception to IGRA and differ slightly from the common law test applicable prior to the 

regulation’s enactment.  See id.; Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians v. U.S. 

Att’y for the Western District of Michigan, 198 F.Supp.2d 920 (W.D. Mich. 2002).  To ensure 

that the new regulations would not disrupt previously-made and pending restored lands 
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determinations, the 2008 regulations also include a grandfather provision specifying when the 

new regulations do not apply.  Id. § 292.26.  As explained in Defendants’ opening brief, NIGC 

found two separate grounds for applying the grandfather clause, namely that NIGC issued a final 

agency decision on December 31, 2007, satisfying subsection (a) of the grandfather clause, and 

also that NIGC issued a written opinion on October 22, 2007, satisfying subsection (b) of the 

grandfather clause.  ECF No. 35-1 at 30.   

NIGC thus reasonably concluded that the grandfather clause was applicable, and 

therefore the agency was obligated to apply the common law Grand Traverse Band analysis in 

its 2017 Amendment Decision.  Plaintiffs offer no response to this other than to broadly assert 

without explanation that the grandfather clause does not apply here.  ECF No. 50 at 12.  Instead, 

Plaintiffs hypothesize about situations at odds with these facts and which would be inconsistent 

with the wording and import of the grandfather clause.  And based on this, Plaintiffs simply 

repeat their prior flawed arguments.3  Plaintiffs have offered no basis for this Court to conclude 

that NIGC’s interpretation of the regulations, with the concurrence of Interior, was plainly 

erroneous, or that the application of the regulations here was arbitrary or capricious.  

 

 

                                                 
3 Neither of the statements Plaintiffs point to in Defendants’ Eighth Circuit briefing relating to 

the 2007 Decision are inconsistent with the positions Defendants take here.  Nor do they support 

application of the provisions of the 2008 regulations Plaintiffs argue apply here.  In that briefing, 

Defendants apprised the Eighth Circuit of the promulgation of the regulations and advised that 

“[o]n remand, NIGC and Interior can determine whether these regulations apply in a remand 

situation.”  Brief for Federal Appellants, State of Nebraska ex rel. Bruning v. U.S. Dep’t of the 

Interior, No. 09-1657, 2009 WL 2609774 (Aug. 7, 2009).  That is exactly what NIGC did here in 

analyzing the regulations and determining the applicability of the grandfather clause.  
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D. NIGC Properly Considered the Factual Circumstances of the Trust Acquisition  

The Eighth Circuit gave clear instructions on remand that NIGC was to make a 

determination on the record as to whether the purported agreement between the Ponca Tribe and 

Iowa precluded the Tribe from seeking to game under IGRA’s restored lands exception, stating:  

We hold that the absence of a determination on the record as to the validity of the 

agreement entered into between the State of Iowa and the Tribe necessitates remand. . . . 

If the NIGC concludes that no valid agreement exists estopping the Tribe from raising the 

‘restored lands’ exception, then it may proceed to reexamine whether the Carter Lake 

land is eligible for gaming under the IGRA’s ‘restored lands’ exception. 

 

Nebraska ex rel. Bruning, 625 F.3d at 511-12.  And that is the task NIGC undertook on remand.  

Plaintiffs would have this Court find fault with NIGC’s 2017 Amendment Decision because, 

they say, NIGC should have not only analyzed the validity of the agreement on its own, but also 

was required to repeat the same analysis in applying the “factual circumstances” prong of the 

restored lands determination.  Plaintiffs state that the Eighth Circuit’s language does not 

foreclose NIGC from weighing the agreement as a factual circumstance.  ECF No. 50 at 19.  But 

Plaintiffs fail to satisfy their burden—that is, to demonstrate that by not doing so, NIGC’s action 

was arbitrary and capricious or flatly inconsistent with the remand.  Moreover, Plaintiffs fail to 

explain why, or how, the analysis they favor would have made a difference. 

The agency allowed the parties to submit briefing on the weight and legal effect of the 

purported agreement and corrected notice published by BIA, as well as the authority of the 

Tribe’s attorney.  2017AR0000127.  In line with Defendants’ prior briefing on the issue in the 

Eighth Circuit and the Eighth Circuit’s subsequent holding, NIGC explained that only if the 

agreement was valid, then it must consider “and assess the impact of the agreement for the 

purposes of the factual circumstances factors of the restored lands analysis.”  AR0000009-10.  

Since NIGC concluded that the agreement was invalid at the time it was entered, and further that 
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any subsequent acquiescence on the part of the Tribe was timely repudiated, NIGC was therefore 

not required to again consider the invalid agreement when conducting the restored lands 

analysis.4   

CONCLUSION 

 

For the above-stated reasons and for the reasons stated in their opening brief, ECF No. 

35-1, Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant their motion for summary judgement, 

deny Plaintiff’s and Intervenor-Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment, and enter a judgment 

upholding the NIGC’s 2017 Amendment to Final Decision and Order, affirming the NIGC’s 

December 31, 2007 conclusion that the Carter Lake Parcel is restored lands for a restored tribe.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 For the reasons stated above, NIGC was not required to consider the agreement as a factual 

circumstance surrounding the trust acquisition in its restored lands analysis.  But, in the event the 

Court disagrees, the appropriate action would be to remand the decision back to the agency for 

further consideration of the issue.  See Nebraska ex rel. Bruning, 625 F.3d at 511; Mayo v. 

Ashcroft, 317 F.3d 867, 874 (8th Cir. 2003) (explaining that the “ordinary remand rule” means 

that “a court of appeals, except in rare circumstances, should remand a case to an agency for 

decision of a matter that statutes place primarily in agency hands”) (internal quotations and 

citations omitted); Palavra v. I.N.S., 287 F.3d 690, 693 (8th Cir. 2002) (“When an agency finds a 

fact without mentioning or analyzing significant evidence, the agency needs to reconsider its 

decision[,]” and remand from the Court of Appeals thus is appropriate); Rafiyev v. Mukasey, 536 

F.3d 853, 861 (8th Cir. 2008). 
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